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Abstract: To grow as a space faring race, future spaceflight systems will requires new propulsion physics. Specifically a 
propulsion physics model that does not require mass ejection without limiting the high thrust necessary to accelerate within or 
beyond our solar system and return within a normal work period or lifetime. In 2004 Khoury and Weltman produced a density 
dependent cosmology theory they called Chameleon Cosmology, as at its nature, it is hidden within known physics.  This theory 
represents a scalar field within and about an object, even in the vacuum. Whereby, these scalar fields can be viewed as vacuum 
energy fields with definable densities that permeate all matter; having implications to dark matter/energy with universe 
acceleration properties; implying a new force mechanism for propulsion physics. Using Chameleon Cosmology, the author has 
developed a new propulsion physics model, called the Changing Density Field (CDF) Model. This model relates to density 
changes in these density fields, where the density field density changes are related to the acceleration of matter within an object. 
These density changes in turn change how an object couples to the surrounding density fields. Whereby, thrust is achieved by 
causing a differential in the coupling to these density fields about an object. Since the model indicates that the density of the 
density field in an object can be changed by internal mass acceleration, even without exhausting mass, the CDF model implies a 
new propellant-less propulsion physics model. 
INTRODUCTION 
 As mankind grows toward a space faring race, it is apparent that future spaceflight systems will require new 
propulsion physics; specifically a propulsion physics model that does not require mass ejection. Such a propellant-
less system should not limit the high thrust necessary to accelerate and de-accelerate within or beyond our solar 
system in order to return its crew within a normal work period or lifetime. The model presented in this paper is one 
such propulsion physics model that could provide new paths in propulsion toward this end. This model is based on 
Chameleon Cosmology a dark matter theory; introduced by Khrouy and Weltman in 20041, 2 and accounts for 
Universe expansion, which acts against gravity.   Chameleon as it is hidden within known physics  
 Chameleon Cosmology1, 2 implies that the Universe is composed of density dependent scalar fields with 
definable spherical densities down to the Universe’s critical density far from any large body (i.e., galaxy). That is, 
given a region or density field with a defined spherical radius, the density of the density field is dependent on the 
sum of the total mass within its radius with its center equivalent to the center of the distribution of the gravitational 
mass in the density field. Whereby, as the radius approaches the universe radius, the density field’s density 
approaches the Universe’s critical density.   
 The Universe can then be divided in a multitude of smaller density fields down to the laboratory scale. Then for 
an object placed between two (near static) density fields of different densities, the field force on the object is a 
function of the change in the gradient between the two density fields. Whereby, the field force can add or subtract 
from the Newtonian gravitational model. However, under static or free fall conditions, the field force is much-much 
smaller than the gravitational force and does not contradict measured gravitational forces. 
 It is however known that Universe expansion acts against the gravitational force of the masses in the Universe. 
And since rocket propulsion also works against the gravitational force of the earth’s gravitation, one should expect 
that a new propulsion physics rocket model can be developed using the concept of Chameleon Cosmology. 
 Using Chameleon Cosmology, the author has developed a new propulsion physics model, called the Changing 
Density Field (CDF) model. The CDF model is developed in Appendix A and further refined to just an acceleration 
equation in Appendix B. Appendix C develops some of the CDF model parameters for a solid rocket needed in the 
following acceleration model, which is followed by a new propellant-less propulsion model. 
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A NEW PROPULSION PHYSICS ROCKET MODEL 
 The new propulsion physics rocket model is discussed in the following through first looking at the static 
conditions (no accelerating internal mass) and then at the non-static conditions (accelerating internal mass) of a 
rocket. 
Static Rocket CDF  Model 
 The “static rocket” CDF model (i.e. no exhausted mass) is illustrated in Figure 1 for a rocket with potential to 
move away from a dominating Newtonian density field, i.e., the highest gravitational object. In Figure 1, the dotted 
box of density 0ρ  represents the density of the ambient density field 0φ  (e.g., the atmosphere), the gray box of 
density rρ  represents the density of the rocket’s density field rφ , and the dotted box of density Nρ  represents the 
dominating Newtonian density field Nφ  (e.g., the earth). Since the “static rocket” CDF model of Figure 1 is not 
moving, the height of the boxes are taken to be the diameter of the rocket. That is the radial interfaces between the 
fields are equal to the rocket’s radius rocketr , even though the ambient and Newtonian density fields are much-much 
larger than the rocket. Any force due to the density field perpendicular to the direction of motion can be assumed 
small enough to ignore. 
 
Figure 1. Static Rocket CDF Model. 
Non-Static Rocket CDF Model 
 The “Non-static or accelerating rocket” CDF model is illustrated in Figure 2. In Figure 2, the density rδρ  
represents the rocket’s changing density field and the density gasδρ  represents the accelerated gas’s density field 
(darker gray) in the rocket’s nozzle, where the density field takes on the shape of the rocket-nozzle. In fact in this 
model, the radial interface rR  between the rocket and nozzle is approximately the throat diameter and the nozzle to 
external density field radial interface gasR  is approximately 2  time the rocket nozzle exit radius nozzle rocketr r≤ . 
 The nozzle shape is also reflected back on the combustion chamber, where as the propellant is exhausted, the 
large end of the nozzle shape  moves in the forward direction as shown in figure 3. 
 
Figure 2. Accelerating Rocket CDF model at Start. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Accelerating Rocket Density Field Model near end of burn 
 
Like normal rocket propulsion the thrust is given as 
 r r rT m a′= − , (1) 
where ra  is the rocket’s acceleration at propellant burnout and rm′  is the rocket’s mass at propellant burnout, given 
by 
 r r exm m m′ ≈ −  (2) 
or the launch mass rm  minus the exhausted mass exm . 
 The acceleration ra  under the CDF Model (Appendix A-C) is given from equation (44) as 
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where the factor α  is a correction needed due to the omission of the ambient and Newtonian density field 
interactions on the rocket (see Appendix D), 351.62 10  pl m
−≈ ×  is the Planck length, Ng  is the Newtonian 
acceleration of gravity of the dominating density field Nφ  ( 29.81 Ng m s= for the earth), ϕ  is the rocket’s phase 
factor (discussed in the next section),  
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 is the rocket to nozzle radial interface from equation (45), but has been shown to be about the throat radius throatr , 
and 
 2gas nozzleR r≈  (5) 
  is the nozzle to environment radial interface from equation (57). 
Phase Factor 
 The rocket model represents a time varying density system with phased coupling between the density fields. The 
phase is due to time dilation and retardation associated with the motion of the exhausted mass 3. This implies a phase 
factor  
 1
τϕ τ τ= <<+ ∆ , (6) 
where  τ   is the relaxation time of the exhausted mass (i.e., leaving the nozzle) and τ∆  is the retardation time of the 
rocket’s mass flow into the nozzle. 
 For a rocket, the hot gas relaxation time  
 gas
gas
R
v
τ ≈ , (7) 
where gasv  is the hot gas velocity,  and the rocket’s mass flow retardation time  
 ex
m
m
τ∆ ≈  , (8) 
where  m  is the propellant mass flow rate crossing the throat. 
 Combining equations (6), (7) and (8) yields a rocket phase factor 
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which represents the time retardation of the rocket’s density change with respect to the mass flow into the nozzle, 
which inherently changes the both the rocket’s and the nozzle’s field densities. 
***** 
Example 1: This example uses the data from example 2-1 in Sutton and Ross4 converted to metric units. The example appears 
to be a Sidewinder, AMRAM or Similar Missile. Table I shows the given parameters, the parameters surmised 
(guessed) from a like missile, and the parameters calculated from these values. Although both the throat and nozzle radius 
are a bit of a guess, they are within expected values for like missiles. However of note is the sensitivity to five decimal places of 
the throat parameter to getting the exact thrust value. 
 
Table I. The given, surmised and calculated values for the rocket with 1α = . 
Given Surmised Calculated 
90.72 rm kg=  0.051 nozzler m≈  58.97 rm kg′ ≈ (eqn. 2) 
31.75 exm kg=  *0.01293 throatr m≈  0.0718 gasR m≈ (eqn. 5) 
2355.49 gasv m s≈   51.02 10ϕ −≈ × (eqn. 9) 
10.58 m kg s=    
 578.74 
BON
F N≈   2422.25 ra m s≈ (eqn. 3) 
4 2.49 10  T N≈ ×    
 *Adjusted to give the same value as 2422.25  (eqn. 1)r ra T m m s′= ≈ , but is close to the expected throat radius. 
THE PROPELLANT-LESS PROPULSION MODEL 
 Propellant-less propulsion implies the non-existence of on board propellants (e.g., solar sails) or no exhausted 
propellant (e.g., Mag-Lev). Propellers or turbines and wings which act on the atmosphere to create a field pressure 
differential can also be included in the no exhausted propellant as their fuel by-products are typically only exhausted 
as waste. It is understood that systems using no exhausted propellant do not imply
 Field pressure differentials can also exist in a gravitational field, but is not always presented as such. The most 
famous gravitational field pressure differential theory is Warpdrive (and similar concepts), but we will not go there 
in this paper. Warpdrive is pointed out to instill in the reader that vacuum field interaction is not a new theory, only 
one that to date these types of models have not been found to fit any engineering propulsion model. The CDF model 
presented in this paper may possibly be a first. 
 free energy exchange, i.e., 
violation of energy conservation. 
 In the CDF model, the density of a density field can change by accelerating mass inside the field [equation 
(46)].  This occurs for the density field of a solid object (a rocket) or the density field of a region of empty space 
(inside the rocket nozzle). Whereby, a propellant-less propulsion system with no exhausted propellant should be 
doable by creating a net differential in the forward and reverse mass acceleration inside an object.  
 In a solid object, the accelerated mass needs to be very small, probably down to subatomic particles to insure 
the inertial force can be managed during motion reversal. Electrons are the prime candidate as they are known to 
move freely in many materials. The electron CDF model will be explored in the next section. 
 The general propellant-less propulsion CDF model is derived from Figures 2 & 3 as shown in Figure 4. The 
exception is that, like Universe expansion, the direction of motion is in the direction of particulate motion with 
density iδρ  and the dynamic spaceship density field of density sδρ  is only representative and not actual as the 
spaceship does not change shape. However, the nozzle like shape are a direct result of the forward and aft radial 
interfaces or factors R , which are know or can be calculated and provide a nice link back to the nozzles in the  
standard rocket propulsion model as shown in Figure 2, where the large arrow at the bottom is the direction of 
motion. 
 
Figure 4. Accelerating Particulate Mass CDF Model. 
 
 The spaceship acceleration sa  is given by equation (3) as 
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the phase ϕˆ  is used here as it is subject to the type of experimental system exploited. The η  factor is a geometric 
factors, such that, 
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This of course assumes the phase ϕˆ  and α  are the same, and that the spaceship radial factors ,  aft FWR R  and the 
accelerated particulate radial factors ,
aft FWi i
R R
 
are symmetrically equivalent. 
 The spaceship density field change is given from equation (46) as 
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where sρ  is the field density of the spaceship and sm  is the spaceship mass with radius sR  and similarly, the 
accelerated particulate field density change is given by 
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where im  is the  total particulate mass with coherent acceleration ia .  
 Equations (11), (12) and (13) yield 
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for &s i Na a g , which yields 
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Now by assuming that the density changes i sδρ γδρ≈ , equations (12) and (13) yields 
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which when equated to equation (11) yields 
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which when combined with equation (14) yields 
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where s s NW m g=  is the weight of the spaceship and i i iF m a=  is the force on the accelerated particulates. 
 Now noting that equation (11) yields 
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which when combined with equation (10) gives 
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Then letting 
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using equations (16) and (19), the spaceship acceleration can be simply estimated by 
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using equation (19).  
 
It is noted that using the values in Table I, the first part of equation (23) gives the same thrust value of the example 
when 0.85868α ≈ . Where it is found for this model that 
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R R
α ≈ − = − ≈ . 
 That is, under the propellant-less propulsion model only coupling distance changes Rδ∆ [equation (31)] due to 
the particulate acceleration is important as there is no nozzle, per say. This can be represent as a change to the model 
of Figure 4 with respect to an Accelerated Space Density Field as 
 
Figure 5. Corrected Accelerating Particulate Mass CDF Model  
 
As shown, the Accelerated Space Density Field takes the place of the nozzle extension of Figure 2. With the 
difference from Figure 2 being that, in Figure 2, the nozzle extension is composed of accelerate exhaust mass, 
where, in Figure 5, the extension is composed of accelerated vacuum energy. The accelerated vacuum energy 
produces a squeezed vacuum state that the spaceship fall or accelerate into5.  
 In standard engineering propulsion terms, the Accelerated Space Density Field mimics the effect of a rocket 
nozzle to produce acceleration force on the spaceship, i.e., we do not need to know the underlying physics, just 
model it as a nozzle and use it. 
Electron Mass Acceleration 
Since the particulates have to be small to prevent destruction of the object, electron acceleration can be assumed, 
where the electron acceleration ea v t→ ∆ , where t d v∆ =  is the acceleration time, v  is the electron velocity and 
d  is the acceleration distance. The accelerated electron’s total kinetic energy 212k e A eNm v NeV F dξ = ≈ ≈ × , where 
319.11 10  em kg
−= ×  is the electron mass, AV  is the applied voltage, 191.6 10e coulombs−≈ ×  is the electron charge 
and N  is the number of electrons efficiently (coherently) accelerated. Then the electron acceleration force  
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Now combining equations (19) and (24) with i eF F=  and i eR R=  (the radius of the total electron cloud) yields 
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and combining equations (23) and (24) yields 
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The author suspects that for electron acceleration in (or related to) the Type II superconductor YBCO gives a phase 
ϕˆ  of the form 
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to account for why such phenomena has not already been observed; 512 kV  is the electron annihilation/creation 
voltage; the obvious threshold voltage required to allow electrons to interact with the density field. A similar pattern 
was reported by Maker and Robertson6 to account for data seen in the high voltage superconductor experiments7. 
Whereby, the second parameter only establishes the phase profile under different voltages as reported by the author8. 
 
Example 2:  In an experiment reported by Podkletnov and Modanese7 where helium gas in a vacuum was condensed near a 
YBCO superconductor (~ 2810  coherent electrons per square meter) with a superconductor radius 0.05 SCR m≈  and accelerated 
as a single body, the reported acceleration time was between 510 s−  and 410 s−  with an acceleration distance of 1 m  to give an 
acceleration between 2510  m s  and 2410  m s .  
 To get similar values on the acceleration, let 0.90α ≈ and 32 10ϕ −≈ × . Then given a spaceship of radius 10 sR m=  and 
weight 98,100 sW N=  with an effective radial ratio 0.005e sR Rκ = =  and  assuming the propulsion system can produce 2810  
coherent electrons per square meter with a total electron cloud radius 0.05 e sR R mκ= =  and thickness 0.001 iTh m=  to give    
( )228 2 2210 0.05 0.001 7.85 10  N m m electronsπ= × × × = ×  at a voltage 2 512 AV kV≈ ×   and accelerate them over a distance 
1 d m=  to yield an acceleration 5 24.43 10  sa m s≈ × using  equation (26),  which does not seem possible as the spaceship 
impulse thrust ( ) 94.43 10  s N sT W g a N= ≈ × . 
 However the classical model would indicate that the thrust on the spaceship 3317 10e sT Nm a N
−= ≈ ×  might be more 
realistic, where 22 31 87.85 10  9.10938188 10  7.15 10  eNm electrons kg kg
− −× × × = × . Noting from equation (22) that 
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On the other hand, if the electrons stay bound to the helium atoms 
22 27 41
2 0.5 7.85 10  6.65 10  2.61 10  HNm electrons kg kg
− −≈ × × × × = ×  and the thrust on the spaceship 12 115 H sT Nm a N= ≈ , 
where 0.026γ ≈ . 
 
A clue to the actual mass may lie in equation (18), where 
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For electrons with 67.15 10γ −= × , 5 24.43 10  sa m s≈ ×  and 87.15 10  i em Nm kg−= = × , 4 25.54 10  ea m s≈ × ; 
noting that for helium with 412 2.61 10  i Hm Nm kg
−= ≈ ×  and 0.026γ ≈ , 4 25.54 10  Ha m s≈ × , that is the electron 
and helium atoms are moving at the same speed. In which case, the thrust would be that produced by the Helium.  
 
Since in the aforementioned experiment ia c , it would seem to indicate that it is the Helium atoms being 
accelerated.  
NOTES: 
It is noted that there is a capacitive relationship between the number N  of electrons and the applied voltage  AV , 
such that, one cannot arbitrarily select the number of electrons as they come from the capacitive nature of the 
system, which is dependent on the applied voltage and the geometric shape.  
 
Further, one has to also account for the relaxation velocity of any non-random electrons, i.e., electron relaxing back 
into the material or system in opposite direction to the acceleration direction. This can be done by letting the actual 
acceleration 
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eκ  is a correction needed to account for random electrons relaxation (to include direction and velocity) and relaxv  is 
the effective relaxation velocity of the non-random electrons. This is actually a major concern as for most materials 
and electron systems relaxv c→ . Whereby one wants a material or system design where 0eκ → . Such systems 
would be non-linear in relationship to the applied voltage and magnetic field changes9. 
CONCLUSION 
 In this paper, a new method for calculating the acceleration on a rocket is developed. This method was derived 
from a new cosmological theory based on changing density fields (CDF). Unlike the exhausted mass model used in 
current propulsion models, here the density field of in a rocket nozzle is shown to change with the acceleration of 
exhausted gases. Whereby, the interactions between the changing density field of the rocket due to the propellant 
loss and the changing density field produced by the accelerated propellant in the rocket’s nozzle produce a net field 
force or thrust. The new model is shown to work very well compared to an example from Sutton and Ross4 - Rocket 
Propulsion Elements. 
 As the density field change of an object is a function of internal matter acceleration, it is conceivable that a 
propulsion system can be built that has no exhausted mass. Such a system would need to produce coherent 
particulate acceleration in one direction, while allowing the particulates to relax randomly or at a much-much less 
reversed coherence. 
FUTURE WORK 
Future work is twofold: 
I. Further studies need to be preformed to better understand how this new model can be used to improve the 
current propulsion models. 
II. Experiments focused on the acceleration of coherent systems of electron without ejection should be 
conducted with thrust measurement taken and compared to the CDF model. 
 
 Pertaining to item II above: 
 
1. Anomalous force measurements using an EM system have been reported by Woodward10, Brito11 and 
others12 using experimental devices similar to the device reported in the 1949 Electromagnetic Space-
Ship13 article. Although none of these works own up to the similarity. Of note, all these experimental 
devices used the dielectric, Barium Titanate; developed in 1960s. The near decade separation between the 
1949 article and the development of new dielectrics may warrant why the Electromagnetic Space-Ship fell 
out of favor - as no proper non-linear dielectrics existed at the time. Experiments using the Electromagnetic 
Space-Ship device with similar but different dielectric materials warrant investigation. 
2. The author suspects that coherent matter, as a Bose condensate of electrons, accelerated in a vacuum could 
produce a useable changing density field. An experiment was reported by Podkletnov and Modanese7 
where helium gas in a high vacuum was condensed near a YBCO superconductor and accelerated as a 
single body. However, in their experiment, the coherent helium gas cloud was allowed to hit the anode; 
causing damage. It is expected that a method to randomly dispersing the coherent helium gas cloud back to 
a de-coherence state before hitting the anode or vacuum chamber wall would need to be implemented for 
the CDF model to work properly using this method.  However of note, the accelerated condensate of 
electrons inside the YBCO superconductor may produce similar effects without damaging the experimental 
apparatus and may be why the (presumably neutral) coherent helium gas cloud accelerated. 
 
III. The author notes that the CDF model also applies to ZPE models of propulsion5. Therefore correlation to 
this and other models and experiments need to be conducted. 
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The following Appendices are derived from reference14. 
APPENDIX A 
CHANGING DENSITY FIELD MODEL 
The CDF model present forces attributed to changes in the density fields in or about an object. A key factor in 
this model is that density changes in the scalar field densities arise from the acceleration of the particulate matter in 
or about an object. Whereby, net changes in the density field of an object can occur without mass ejection.  
The field  Fφ  force attributed to the density field changes in the CDF model, is given by 
 ( )26  pm i N
m
l
F F
Rφ
δβ δβ≈ ∑ , (29) 
where: 
• δ  denotes a change from static conditions (i.e., δ ≡ motion). 
• The subscript m  denotes the object subject to the field force. 
• The subscript , ,0i n N=  denote the environmental density fields, where the subscript n  denotes other adjacent density 
field(s), the subscript N  denotes the dominating Newtonian (i.e., gravitation) density field and the subscript 0  denotes 
the ambient density field. 
• 351.62 10  pl m−≈ ×  is the Planck length. 
• mR  is the radial factor or common radius between adjacent density fields. 
• The dominate gravity force  
 N NF mg= , (30) 
where Ng  is the acceleration of gravity of the dominating Newtonian density field. 
Coupling Factors 
 The coupling factors, denoted by β , reflect how the density fields in and about an object affect the coupling 
distance mR∆  about an object. There are basically four coupling factors: 
• The mass coupling factor ,m nβ ,  
• The Newtonian (i.e., dominate gravity field) coupling factor Nβ , 
• The ambient coupling factor 0β , and 
• The motion coupling factor ˆCβ  
 In like to Einstein Physics: 
The coupling factors β  tell the coupling distances mR∆  how to conform or shape and the coupling distances tell the 
object how to move.  
Whereby, the density field contours associated with the coupling distances mR∆  about an object then, in effect, 
represents contours in spacetime, i.e., gravity wells or hills as associated with warp-drive physics15. The big news
 The coupling distance (at a given point about an object) is given by 
 is 
that the CDF model tells us how to reshape spacetime through density field changes in and about and object, which 
represents a major engineering tool toward the development of space-drives.  
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δ β δρ ρ
  ∆ ≈ + ∆ ≈ ⋅ + ∆    
,  
where: 
• 4 1 10  EM m−≈  is the cosmological energy scale factor. 
•  8PlM c Gπ≡   is the reduced Planck mass. 
• mρ  is the object’s density. 
• mR  is the object’s radius. 
• 0ρ  is the density of the ambient density field. 
which by similarities imply 
 ( )1 32 4 2
0
21
ˆ3
i
E PL
i i p i
C i i
M MR l R
R
δ δβδρβ δρ
   ∆ ≈ ≈ ⋅    
∑ ∑  (31) 
and, by symmetries, gives the change in the coupling factors as 
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. (32) 
The density change in an object’s density field is 
 3 3
3 3 1  
4 4
r
i i i ir
i r r i i
N N i N i
a m a mF
F g R g R
δρ ρ ρ ρ ρ π π
  ′ ′   ′ ′ ′ ′≈ + ≈ + = + ≈           
, (33) 
to give the change in an object’s density field radius  
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   ≈ →   +    , (34) 
where the super-script '  denotes that the object’s mass im  can be changing as is the case for ejected mass. 
Time Varying Density Mass Coupling Factors 
 The coupling factor of an object having a time varying density is phased due to time dilation and retardation 
associated with the motion of the internal particulate matter that result in the time varying density3. This implies a 
changing mass coupling factor 
 
1
6
k
m
N
a
g
δβ ϕ
 ≈   
, (35) 
where the phase ϕ  is given by equation (6), ka  is the acceleration of the phased system k . Noting that equation (35) 
allows for the calculation of the motion coupling factor by setting equations (35) equal to equation (32) for the 
respective object. 
Thrust 
The field force of equation (29) can be given in the formed ( )1 m NF Fθ= −  used in fifth force searches6 by letting the 
fifth force coefficient 
 ( )26 pm m i
N m
lF
F R
φθ δβ δβ≈ = ∑ , (36) 
and applying the gradient ∇  of equation (29), which allows the thrust kT  on an object to be defined  by the linear 
sum (i.e., ignoring perpendicular density field effects) of the fifth force coefficients about an object as 
 k m N m k N k kT F F m g m aφ θ θ∇ ′ ′= = − = − × =∑ ∑  (37) 
and where the minus sign indicates upward thrust and km′  is the burn out weight of the object or phased system 
subjected to the field force. Equations (36) and (37) assume that the forces on the ambient and dominating 
Newtonian density fields are small enough to ignore. Again, the super-script '  denotes that the object’s mass im  can 
be changing as is the case for ejected mass. 
APPENDIX B 
ROCKET ACCELERATION 
 The solid rocket motor example implies that the ambient and Newtonian coupling factors play minor roles in 
the thrust calculation. Whereby, they can be ignored in equation (36) to give the rocket and nozzle fifth force 
coefficients as 
 26 pr r gas
r
l
R
θ δβ δβ≈ ; (38) 
 26 pgas gas r
gas
l
R
θ δβ δβ= − . (39) 
Due to the close coupling between the rocket and the nozzle,  r gasδβ δβ δβ= = , such that,  
 30 2
1 1 16r r gas N p
r gas
l
R R
θ θ θ θ θ δβα
    = + + + ≈ −    
∑  , (40) 
where the effects of the ambient and Newtonian fifth are replaced by the correction factor 2α ; see Appendix D. 
 Combining equations (37) and (40) yields 
 32
1 1 16r p r N r r
r gas
T l m g m a
R R
δβα
     ′ ′= − − ≈ −    
; (41) 
to give 
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δβα
    ≈ −     .
 (42) 
 Now combining equations (42) back with equation (35) with k ra a=  yields 
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, (43) 
which when combined back with equation (42) yields 
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. (44) 
which yields the complex form of the rocket to nozzle radial interface as 
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. (45) 
APPENDIX C 
CHANGING DENSITIES IN THE ROCKET MODEL 
 Under the CDF model and as represented by Figure 1-3, a solid rocket constitutes a changing two density field 
system, i.e., the changing density field rδρ  of the rocket and the changing density field gasδρ  of the accelerated gas 
in the rocket’s nozzle. Whereby, the interactions between these systems cause a differential coupling to the local 
gravity environment represented by the ambient and the dominating Newtonian density fields.  
 Using equation (33), the changing rocket field density  
 3 3 3 3  
r
r r r r r r
r r r
N r r N r r
F m m a m m
F R R g R R
δρ ρ ρ   ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′≈ + ≈ ⇒ + ≈         
, (46) 
where the normal rocket density change 
 3
r
r
r
m
R
ρ ′′ =  (47) 
and the changing hot gas field density 
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F R g R R
πδρ ρ  ′ ′ ′  ′ ≈ ≈ ⇒ ≈        
, (48) 
where the hot gas density change 
 3
3
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gas
m
R
ρ π
′′ ≈ , (49) 
using a spherical approximation, and where gasm′  is the gas field mass. 
 Equation (46) gives the rocket’s changing radial factor as 
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 (50) 
and equation (48) gives hot gas radial factor as 
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. (51) 
where the gas acceleration 
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 The hot gas density in the nozzle with respect to a constant (average) gas pressure  gasP  on the nozzle and 
constant (average) hot gas velocity  gasv  is given as 
 2
3  x 100
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v
ρ  ′ ≈    
, (53) 
where the factor 100 is a correction factor needed to converts the field’s density to human units in order to equate the 
density of equation (53) back to equation (49) to give the gas field mass 
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 (54) 
and gas radial factor 
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. (55) 
 Now letting 
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, (56) 
where 2 Nozzle nozzleA rπ=  is the nozzle cross sectional area, which when combined with equation (55) yields 
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AR rπ
 = =   . (57) 
APPENDIX D 
AMBIENT AND NEWTONIAN FIFTH FORCE COEFFICIENTS 
The ambient and Newtonian fifth force coefficients about a rocket are given by 
 2 20 0
0 0
6 6p p
l l
R R
θ β δβ δβ≈ ≈ ; (58) 
 2 26 6p pN N
N N
l l
R R
θ β δβ δβ= − ≈ − . (59) 
The assumption is that the ambient and Newtonian density fields are large enough not to be effected by the changing 
rocket density fields, whereby there coupling factors and radial factors are unchanged.  
 However, the sum of the equations (58) and (59) yields 
 2 2 2 20
0 0
1 16 6 6 6 0p p pN p
N N N
l l l
l
R R R R R
θ θ δβ δβ δβ δβ + ≈ − = − → − ≠   
; (60) 
for 0 NR R , i.e., universe radius verse the earth radius. Although, close to the Newtonian object 0 NR R≈ , whereby 
the sum is ~ 0  and far from any object 0NR R≈ , whereby again the sum is ~ 0 . Therefore, one needs to assume 
that conditions could exist where 0NR R≠ . For this reason, the 2α −  factor is added in equation (40).  
 The factor “ 2− ” is done for convenience leading to the definition of α  in equation (22). 
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OK – What does this mean?
It means that propulsion can be achieved without mass ejection!
How?
By changing the density of an object in a linear fashion.
1. The density change must be a product of the motion of coherent subatomic 
particles inside the object being accelerated, and
But there is a catch ?
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Propellant-less Model – Coupling Constant
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